Nonradiating sources with connections to the adjoint problem.
A general description of localized nonradiating (NR) sources whose generated fields are confined (nonzero only) within the source's support is developed that is applicable to any linear partial differential equation (PDE) including the usual PDEs of wave theory (e.g., the Helmholtz equation and the vector wave equation) as well as other PDEs arising in other disciplines. This description, which holds for both formally self-adjoint and non-self-adjoint linear partial differential operators (PDOs), is derived in the context of both the governing PDE and the corresponding adjoint PDE of the associated adjoint problem. It is shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for a source to be NR is that it obeys an orthogonality relation with respect to any solution in the source's support of the corresponding homogeneous adjoint PDE. For real linear PDOs, this description takes on a more relaxed form where, in addition to the previous necessary and sufficient condition, the obeying of a complementary orthogonality relation with respect to any solution in the source's support of the homogeneous form of the same governing PDE is also both necessary and sufficient for the source to be NR.